So proclaimed on this 19th day of November, 2018.

the nation’s finest educators.

Rodney Robinson as the 2019 Virginia Teacher of the Year, and encourage all of its citizens to accomplish him on his accomplishments as one of

Virginia’s outstanding educators. The School Board of the City of Richmond and Richmond Public Schools do hereby acknowledge Rodney

of the Year and the 2019 Virginia Teacher of the Year, Virginia’s Region 1 Teacher

of Education, and as the voice of Athletics in Richmond,Rodney Robinson is a pillar in the community, serving on the City of Richmond Mayor’s Youth Academy, the RVA Education

in America, and

Rodney Robinson is an advocate for social justice, with a passion for helping underprivileged and underrepresented populations.

Teacher Initiative to engage with leaders across the nation, and

Rodney Robinson is a lifelong learner, working consistently to perfect his craft and seek out opportunities such as The Yale

students to take ownership of their education; and

Rodney Robinson has created a dynamic and active learning classroom, acting as a facilitator of learning and empowering his

Public Schools Teacher for 19 years; and

Rodney Robinson has been a history and social studies teacher at Virgie Dimito Education Center and has been a Richmond
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School Board of the City of Richmond